
Holiday - O�ces Closed

Columbus Day - October 10
Veterans Day - November 11
Thanksgiving - November 24

Joined the Trust Dept. in 2018 and
serves as Department Manager

Believes the key to any successful
estate plan starts with proper
knowledge and planning

Enjoys fishing with her family and
oil painting

Visit Kendra at the Lindsborg or the
McPherson North branches.

Remember your RMD
Contact us to schedule your
2022 RMD before year end!
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Reasons to name a Trust as an IRA Beneficiary
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A trust can be named as your IRA beneficiary, and in some instances might be a 
better option than naming an individual person. Some good reasons for naming a 
trust are:

Working around beneficiary ownership limits – perhaps the intended 
beneficiary is a minor who is not legally allowed to own the IRA yet, or an 
individual with special needs who could lose access to government benefits if 
the assets are owned in his/her own name. A solution is to name the trust as 
the IRA beneficiary so it is the legal owner of the IRA instead of a minor or 
someone with special needs.

Solving second marriage or other family structures – if you leave the IRA to a 
properly structured trust your desire to benefit both your second spouse and 
your own children can be carried out.

Limiting a beneficiary’s access – the access of a beneficiary to an inherited 
IRA owned by a trust will be subject to the terms of the trust.

Naming successor beneficiaries – if you wish to control the successor 
beneficiary beyond the initial beneficiary, you set forth the succession terms 
in your trust and name the trust as beneficiary.

Providing credit protection – inherited IRAs held in a properly structured trust 
will not be an asset of the beneficiary and have some protection from 
creditors.

Funding estate plans structured to minimize estate tax – sometimes the only 
asset available in an estate to do this funding is an IRA.

One of the many Farm Management services provided to landowners by the PBT 
Farm Management Department is updates on irrigation issues. This can be 
especially important in areas where water levels are declining. For example, a 
new LEMA (Local Enhancement Management Area) is being created in northwest 
Kansas whereby farmers are joining together to voluntarily implement water 
conserving practices. If you would like more information on LEMAs and how they 
work, contact one of our PBT farm managers.

Farm Management Update


